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WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR GLOBAL WARMING?  
BY UMM-E-SALMA*  

 
INTRODUCTION  
 
Global warming and climate change are terms for the observed century scale rise in the average 
temperature of the earth climate.    
    Multiple lines of scientific evidence show that the climate system is warming most of the 
additional energy stored in the climate system since 1970 has gone into ocean warming .the 
reminder has melted ice ,and warmed the continents and atmosphere .scientific understanding of  
global warming is increasing. The inter-governmental and of climate change (ipcc) reported in 
2014 that scientist were more than 95% of certain that global warming is being caused mostly by 
increasing concentration of green house gases and other human (anthropogenic) activities 
climate modal projections summarized in the report indicated but during the 21 century the 
global surface temperature is likely to rise a further 0.3 to 1.7 (0.5 to 3.1F)for the lowest 
emissions scenario. Warming of climate system is unequivocal eleven of the twelve warmest 
years since 1850 were among the last twelve year. 
 
                                                                                            

 The Problems Of  Direct & Indirect Effects Of Global Warming  
The most obvious areas of concern to societies worldwide, with respect to facing the 

effects of climate change are agriculture. perhaps the challenges involved are often seen as one 
of  agricultural sensitivity to “global warming “as such as i.e. increasing temperature in terms of 
global average while agricultural crops and practices might will be fairly early adapted to not too 
changes in average value of meteorological parameters . 

Therefore it might well be that indirect and difficult to predict pollution effects will be as 
problematic in an era of climate change itself .in addition among the suggested policy responses 
to climate are program for the development and use of genetically modified organism, which 
unless thoroughly assessed with regard to environmental effects and inadvertent proliferation, 
might contribute additional complexity to the issue of global-warming effects on traditional 
problems. 

 
 

 Causes Of Global Warming Global Warming  
Global warming is primarily a problem of too much carbon dioxide (co2)in the 

atmosphere which acts as a blanket, trapping heat and warming  the planet. As we burn fusil 
fuels like coal, oil and natural gas for energy or cut down and burns forests to create pastures and 
plantation, carbon accumulates and overloads our atmosphere certain waste management and 
agricultural practice aggravate the problem by releasing other potent global warming gases, such 
as methane and nitrous oxide.    

   
                                                                                

 Solutions For Global Warming  
 WWF`s energy report is provocative vision of a world run entirely on renewable energy by 2050. 
 This will solve most of the problems of climate change, and dwindling fossil fuel resources. 
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 Paramount will be the substantive increase in measures to conserve energy in air sectors. 
 We can show that such a transition is not only possible but also cost –effective ,providing energy 

that is affordable for all and producing it in ways that can be sustained by the global economy 
and the planet . 

 
Conclusion    

Scientists have concluded that most of the observed warming is very likely due to the burning of 
coal, oil, gas. This conclusion is based on a detailed  understanding  of the atmospheric greenhouse 
effect  and how human activities have been tweaking it. At  the same time, other reasonable 
explanation ,most notably changes in the sun ,have been ruled out. America and china are top of the 
index the field of carbon dioxide industries, need to lesson carbon dioxide gradually, which would 
be beneficial to cover global warming. 
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